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 THE FIRST THING I noticed about him, just that first impression you—
understand, was that he couldn’t be a poor man. Or boy, or youth, or whatever he 
was then. Not with all those weapons on him. From the shagreen belt he was 
wearing over a scarlet sash—a violently scarlet sash!—swung a curved dagger on 
his left hip and on the right one of those Ilbarsi knives long as your arm. Not a 

proper sword, no. Not a military man, then. That isn’t all, though. Some few of us 
know that his left buskin is equipped with a sheath; the slim thing and knife-hilt 
appear to be only a decoration. Gift from a woman, I heard him tell Old Thumpfoot 
one afternoon in the bazaar. I doubt it. 



  (I’ve been told he has another sticker strapped less than comfortably to his 
inner thigh, probably the right. Maybe that’s part of the reason he walks the way 
he does. Cat-supple and yet sort of stiff of leg all at once. A tumbler’s gait—or a 
punk’s swagger. Don’t tell him I said!) 
  Anyhow, about the weapons and my first impression that he couldn’t be 
poor. There’s a throwing knife in that leather and copper armlet, on his right 
upper arm, and another in the long bracer of black leather on that same 
arm. Both are short. The stickers I mean, not the bracers or the arms either. 
  All that armament would be enough to scare anybody on a dark night, or even a 
moonbright one. Imagine being in the Maze or some place like that and out of the 
shadows comes this young bravo, swaggering, wearing all that sharp metal! Right 
at you out of the shadows that spawned him. Enough to chill even one of those 
Hell Hounds. Even one of you-know-who’s boys in the blue hawk-masks might 
step aside. 
  That was my impression. Shadowspawn. About as pleasant as gout or dropsy. 

 

 
 


